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1
w x w xStatistical convergence was introduced by Fast 2 , Buck 1 , and Schoen-
w xberg 5 independently. Further, it was studied and linked with summability
w xby Salat 4 and many others. The space of statistically convergent se-Ï Â
 .quences is denoted by c. A sequence x s x is said to be statisticallyk
convergent to L, written as stat y lim x s L if for any « ) 0.k ª` k
1
< <lim number of k F n: x y L G « s 0. 4knnª`
Throughout this paper, w, l , and c denote the space of all, bounded,` 0
and statistically null sequences, respectively. We denote e as the sequencek
whose k th term is 1 and other terms are zero.
 .For any sequence p s p of strictly positive numbers, thek
Kothe]Toeplitz dual of the sequence spaceÈ
< < pkl p s x g w : sup x - ` .  . 5` k k
k
is
< < 1r pkM p s x g w : x N - ` . .  .F ` k k 5
N)1 k
 .Let X and Y be sets of sequences. We shall write X, Y for the class of
 .  .matrices A s a of complex numbers such that for each x s x g X,nk k
 .Ax s A x g Y, where A x s  a x .n n k nk k
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 .  .Q denotes the set of p s p for which a number N s N p ) 1 existsk
such that Ny1r pk - `.
 .S denotes the space of all complex sequences A s A such thatn
A z n converges for each complex number z with modulus less than 1.n
2. MAIN RESULTS
The following lemmas are required to prove the results of this paper.
 w x.LEMMA 1 Salat 4, Theorem 2.1 . The space c l l is a closed linearÏ Â `
subspace of l .`
< <LEMMA 2. let sup a - `. If  a con¨erges uniformly in n andn,k nk k nk
S s  a for n g N, a s Stat y lim a exists for each k g N thenn k nk k nª` nk
stat y lim S exists and equals a .nª` n k
 4 k .  4Proof. It is clear that s s s , a s a , k g N are in l , andn nk ng N `
m k . a ª s in the sup norm, so that s g c by Lemma 1. Sinceks1
m k . m k . 4 a is a Cauchy sequence in c l l and  a convergesks1 mg N ` ks1
statistically to m a for each m g N, it can be shown as in the proof ofks1 k
w x mTheorem 2.1 of 4 that lim  a s  a exists and stat y lim smª` ks1 k k k nª` n
s  a . This completes the proof of the lemma.k k
 w x.LEMMA 3 Pehlivan 3, Theorem 1 . Let p ) 0 for e¨ery k. Thenk
  . .A g M p , l if and only if` `
 .2.1 there exists an integer B ) 1 such that
< < y1r pkD s sup a B - `.nk
n , k
 w x.  .LEMMA 4 Phelivan 3, Corollary 4 . Let p s p g Q. Then A gk
  . .M p , l if and only if` `
< < pkC s sup a - `. 2.2 .nk
n , k
 w x.  .LEMMA 5 Tonne 6, Theorem 1 . A g S , l if and only if`
 .  . < < k2.3 there are numbers t and r 0 - r - 1 such that a F tr for allnk
n, k s 1, 2, . . . .
The following results are established.
  . .THEOREM 1. Let p ) 0 for e¨ery k. Then A g M p , c l l if andk ` `
 .only if 2.1 holds and
 .2.4 a s stat y lim a exists for each k g N.k nª` nk
 .  .  .THEOREM 2. A g S , c l l if and only if 2.3 and 2.4 both hold.`
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
In this section we prove the theorems and deduce some corollaries.
 .Proof of Theorem 1. Necessity of 2.1 follows from Lemma 3, since
  . .   . .  .M p , c l l ; M p , l . That of 2.4 follows on considering the` ` ` `
sequence e .k
 .For the sufficiency, by Lemma 1 and 2.4 , it is enough to show that
 a x ª 0, m ª ` uniformly in n. Nowk G m nk k
`
y1r p 1r pk k< < < <a x F sup a B x B ª 0, as m ª `, nk k nk k
n , kksm kGm
 .  .uniformly in n, since x s x g M p .k `
This establishes the theorem by Lemma 2.
  . .  .  .COROLLARY 1. A g M p , c l l if and only if 2.1 and 2.4 with` 0 `
a s 0 hold.k
Now we state the following result, which follows from Lemma 4 and
Theorem 1.
 .   . .COROLLARY 2. Let p s p g Q. Then A g M p , c l l if and onlyk ` `
 .  .if 2.2 and 2.4 hold.
 .Proof of Theorem 2. Necessity of 2.3 follows from Lemma 5, since
 .  .  .S ,c l l ; S , l . That of 2.4 follows on considering the sequence e .` ` k
For the sufficiency by Lemma 1 and 2.4, it is enough to show that
`  . a x ª 0, as m ª ` uniformly in n. Now x s x g S impliesksm nk k k
that  x tr k s t x r k is convergent for 0 - r - 1. This implies that a xk k nk k
 . `is absolutely convergent by 2.3 , which implies  a x ª 0, as m ª `ksm nk k
uniformly in n.
This establishes the theorem by Lemma 2.
 .  .  .COROLLARY 3. A g S , c l l if and only if 2.3 and 2.4 with0 `
a s 0 hold.k
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